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DOULOUFAKIS WINERY
 

This family winery is located within the village of Dafnes. We were received by Nikos Douloufakis, who suggested that we join him around a small
table in the beautiful courtyard. There he talked about how his personal wine adventure started…

 
Nikos studied oenology and viniculture in Alba, in Piemonte, Italy. The influence of his studies started from the very first year, as in 1988 he called his
father from Italy and gave him instructions about shorter planting distances. New cultivations followed throughout the 90s! The result of Nikos’
studies and work at the vineyard and winery are 14 labels and 200,000 bottles.

 
Nikos suggested a tour of the vineyards. We got into the 4x4, took a dirt road and went on a fascinating drive! At some points, it felt like we were on
a helicopter, like the road was going to be detached from the hillside and the car was going to fly! We finally arrived at a very beautiful vineyard with
white and slightly alkaline soil, where Nikos demonstrated some pruning techniques.
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Finally, we returned to the village and the winery for the wine tasting, in a very beautiful room, where they also keep records of past harvests. We
tried the ENOTRIA series, the white Dafnios (Vidiano from the tank), the white Aspros Lagos (Vidiano from the barrel), the very peculiar red Dafnios
(PDO Dafnes, dry liatiko) and some alltime classic reds from foreign varieties, such as the red Aspros Lagos (Cabernet Sauvignon). The two sweet
sun-dried wines of the winery, the white Malvasia di Candia Aromatica and the red Helios (Liatiko), added a very nice last touch to an exceptional
wine collection, which is driving Cretan wine into the future.
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Our tour was more than complete. We thanked Nikos Douloufakis for everything and we departed so as to explore the next winery at Venerato.


